PERFORM

A-JAS

1 litre pack
Item code: 02-1000E
12 x 1 litres per carton
40 x 12 x 1 litres per pallet (480 litres)
5 litre pack
Item code: 02-100E
3 x 5 litres per carton
48 x 3 x 5 litres per pallet (720 litres)

Multifunctional cleaner and degreaser

Perform A-JAS is thixotropic and it is a highly
concentrated and environmentally friendly
deep penetrating general purpose cleaner.
It cleans and degreases and can be used
for cleaning all materials that can
withstand water.

Ajour Trading Sweden AB
Perform A-JAS is a thixotropic and highly concentrated
and environmentally friendly deep penetrating general purpose cleaner.
Flöjelbergsgatan 8B
SE- 431 37 Mölndal,
SWEDEN that can withstand water. Perform A-JAS has a wide range of
It cleans and degreases and can be used for cleaning
all materials
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problem solving in floor cleaning. By utilization ofTelephone:+46
micro emulsion
technology Perform A-JAS has maximum cleaning and
info@ajourtrading.com
nullification capability. Through the versatile cleaning ability Perform A-JAS replaces several products, which simplifies and
facilitates the user. Perform A-JAS solves the principle www.ajourtrading.com
of ”equal resolve equal.” Removes and effectively dissolves water-soluble
dirt and stains of mineral and synthetic oil, soot, grease, tar, asphalt, road salt and old solid dirt. Does not discolour, does not etch
glass or aluminium, does not react with the concrete or linoleum carpet, PVC, rubber, wood or natural stone.
Perform A-JAS is a member of the Perform Floor-Recond System.

Note: For heavy asphalt spray and road salt, use Perform A-JAS in concentrate. Leave for 5 minutes and then scrub again. Rinse
off with fresh water
MSDS is available for professional users on our website: www.ajourtrading.com or scan QR-code.
pH approx. 10,0 in concentrate. Store this product frost-free.
This product is manufactured in Sweden according to ISO 9001 and ISO 14001.
Instructions / Recommended dosage:
Floor cleaning - stone, plastic and linoleum flooring:
Nullification:
2 dl to 10 litres of water
Floor cleaning concrete floor:
Nullification:
3 litres to 10 litres of water
to solv oil, fat and sout in the pores
Spot Cleaning:
1 litre to 10 litres of water
Daily Cleaning:
1 dl to 10 litres of water
Mechanical Cleaning:
1 litre to 50 litres of water
Note - always rinse with fresh water.
For regular cleaning of cars, boats and airplanes:
			
2 litres to 10 litres of water and leave it on for 5-10 minutes. Rinse with water,
preferably with a pressure washer.
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Maintenance products for professional use.
The series sold sold by our resellers. Go to our website
for more information about our products and
where to buy them.
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